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a 

Meteorite impacts produce enormous pressure and strain in rocks. While the role of pressure on the formation of 
shock metamorphic features has been well studied, the role of strain and strain rate has not been fully appreciated. 
We shock loaded single-crystal quartz in AI capsules up to 56 GPa using a novel capsule design that allows for 
significant strain of the sample but 100% recovery of material. We have made features analogous to type A 
pseudotachylites at pressures of 42-56 GPa. These pseudotachylites contain AI, Si and minor A1203 in a matrix 
of Si02 glass and cut the sample along radial and concentric fractures. Our resuits suggest that strain heating is an 
important energy sink in the formation of large impact craters. 

INTRODUCTION 

Rocks from impact craters have a variety of 
distinctive microscopic and macroscopic "shock 
features" formed by the impact. Some shock 
features, such as shocked quartz, are found in rocks 
from both large and small craters have been 
synthesized in laboratory shock experiments (1). 
Other features, however, such as shatter cones and 
pseudotachylites (2), are difficult or impossible to 
reproduce in laboratory shock experiments and are 
found in abundance only in larger impact structures, 
suggesting a significant dependence on scale. While 
the pressures experienced by rocks in small and large 
impacts are comparable, the principal difference is in 
the amount of strain to which the rocks are 
subjected. 

We have conducted a series of experiments (3) 
using novel shock recovery systems that enable us to 
vary the strain experienced by the sample during 
shock-loading. Our experiments have produced 
glassy veins of black material in quartz that are 
analogous io pseudotachylites found in the central 
portion of large impact craters and suggest that the 
strain produced by large impacts may cause 
substantial heating of the rocks below the crater 
floor. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Disks of high-purity, synthetic, single-crystal 
quartz were tightly enclosed in AI and steel capsules 
and shock-Ioaded to 42-56 GPa using the 6.5 m two- 
stage light-gas gun at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory. Our experiments employ a sample 
container similar in geometry to those used in 
previous studies (4) but made of aluminum instead 
of steel. The sample and capsule are contained by a 
large fixture made of a strong titanium alloy. 
Aluminum, with a density of 2.7 g/cm3 has a shock 
impedance much closer to that of silicates (in this 
case quartz, density of 2.65 g/cm3) than of steel. The 
shock impedance match produces a single loading 
pulse in the sample, rather than a reverberation or 
"ring up" to high pressure as is the case with silicates 
held in steel capsules. 

This single wave loading produces a greater rise 
in temperature than the quasi-isentropic loading of a 
ring-up experiment and more realistically 
approximates the single-shock pressure rise during 
meteorite impact. Lateral deiormation of the sample 
takes place on reiease from high pressure, analogous 
to the excavation stage of crater development. The 
critical feature of the aluminum capsule is its lower 
strength as compared to steel. Despite being held in 



ihc sti-ong Ti-alloy fixture, samples held i n  
aluminum capsules undergo mor-e than twice the 
radial strain of samples held in steel and shocked to 
the same pressure (Fig. I ) .  
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RESULTS 

Samples recovered from aluminum capsules consist 
of transparent amorphous S i02  cut by radial and 
concentric veins that are filled with a black glassy 
material (Fig. 2). The transparent regions of the 
sample show variable low birefringence under cross- 
polarized light indicating significant residual strain 
in the amorphous material. The regions with the 
highest birefringence have the densest spacing of 
veins. Overall, the density of veins increases with 
pressure. In contrast, a sample shock-loaded to 
56 GPa in steel capsules is transparent throughout, 
shows no birefringence under cross-polarized light, 
and has only a few small, irregular fractures that are 
Localized in  the central portion of the sample (Fig. 

2) The total radial strain (final diameter over initial 
diameter) of the 56 GPa sample held in  AI was 1.6 
whereas i t  was only I .2 for the sample held in  steel 
and shock-loaded to the same pressure. 

Figure 2. Transmitted light image of portions of three 
disks of shock-loaded cross-cut quartz viewed in t h e  
direction of shock wave propagation. Images are 7 mm by 
2 mm. The center of each disk i s  i n  the upper left comer, 
and the edge is in the lower right corner. 
(A) Shock loaded to 56 GPa in AI. The sample consists of 
clear regions of strained amorphous Si02 cut by radial and 
concentric veins filled with black glass. This sample 
contains I-2% Si by weight. 
(B) Shock-loaded to 56 GPa in steel. Sample is optically 
clear with a few irregular fractures in the center of the 
disk. No Si was detected in this sample. 

Analyses of the samples by X-ray diffraction and 
Raman spectroscopy show that the black glass 
consists of a mixture of nanocrystalline Ai and Si 
and amorphous SiO2. The amount of Si and AI 
increases with pressure, with the highest pressure 
sample containing 1-2% Si by weight. TEM images 
(Fig. 3) and electron diffraction patterns confirm the 
presence of Si and AI, along with a small proportion 
of AI2O3, and show that the Si and AI occur as round 
clasts I O  to 400 nm in size in  a matrix of amorphous 
Si02. The melting of Si02 provides a lower limit on 
the temperature of the pseudotachylite in our 
experiments (2000 K at P=O) and these temperatures 
are similar to those required to reduce Si02 in soils 
struck by lightning (5). 

C. 



Figure 3. Transmission electron microscope image of 
black glass formed in quartz shock-loaded to 46 GPa in AI. 
The black glass consists of spheres of crystalline Si and AI 
(which appear darker in this image) in a matrix of Si02 
glass. Crystallites range in  size from 20 to 400 nm. 

DISCUSSION 

Our results suggest that plastic deformation and 
the production of pseudotachylites may be an 
important and little appreciated process in meteorite 
impacts. Our highest pressure sample contained 
1-2% Si by weight. TEM images suggest that the Si 
represents roughly 10-20% of the volume of 
pseudotachylite-like material produced. Thus a 
substantial fraction of the total sample may have 
been pseudotachylite. The formation of dense 
networks of type A pseudotachylites in  the central 
proportions of impact structures may similarly leave 
the rocks significantly hotter than that predicted 
from Hugoniot measurements or post-shock 
temperature measurements. This may cause the 
central portions of large impact structures to have a 
substantial static thermal metamorphic overprint. In 
addition, friction melting may be an important 
contribution to the total volume of impact melt in  
larger craters and may explain the reported increase 
in the proportion of impact melt with crater size (6). 

Shock wave profile measurements show that 
quartz shock-loaded above the dynamic elastic limit 
( 1  2 GPa) is nearly strengthless on relcase from high 

pressurc (7). Thc ibrmation arid pcrsistcncc 01 mcli- 
lubricated fractures may bc a principal contributor 10 
the  loss of strength on prcssure release, and {hc 
formation of type A pseudotachylites during 
compression and crater excavation may substantially 
weaken the basement rock in  the ccnler of thc cratcr 
and allow for nearly hydrostatic rebound of the 
crater floor. 

Finally, shear heating and the formation of 
pseudotachylites might have a significant effect on 
estimations of shock devolatilization of planetary 
materials based on shock experiments. Experiments 
employing steel capsules (8) may have prevented 
significant strain of the sample thus producing lower 
temperatures and an underestimation of the amount 
of shock devolatilization with pressure. 
Furthermore, numerical modeling of cometary 
impacts (9) may underestimate the roIe of strain 
heating in the projectile and thus may overestimate 
the potential for delivery of organic material by 
impact. 

Work at LLNL was performed under the  auspices of the U. 
S. Department of Energy under Contract No. W-7405- 
Eng-48. 
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